
The sun deposits an average of 342 Watts of energy onto every square meter of the Earth, an amount of energy equivalent to 
the output of 440 million large power plants. Unfortunately, this energy is not evenly spread over the globe. Some areas receive 
abundant sunlight, whereas others receive very little.

The amount of sunlight a location receives is dependent on its 
latitude, altitude, and climate. The sun’s rays are most direct at the 
equator, giving it intense sunlight year-round. As latitude increases, 
the sun’s rays strike at lower angles and provide less intense energy. 
Higher latitudes also experience greater variation in the hours of 
sunlight they receive each day. Altitude also affects the intensity 
of sunlight received, with less atmosphere above higher altitudes 
leading to more intense light.  Climate is also a great determiner 
of solar intensity. Areas at low latitudes may not receive abundant 
sunlight due to cloud cover.

Different applications of solar are appropriate to different intensities. 
For example, an area with lower insolation may be able to use 
photovoltaics effectively, but may need to use crystalline silicon 
panels rather than thin films for the project to be cost effective. 

The power output of a solar array is measured in Watts or kilowatts. 
In order to calculate the typical energy needs of the application, a 
measurement in kilowatt-hours or kilowatt-hours per day is often 
used. A rule of thumb is that average power is equal to 20% of 
peak power, so that each peak kilowatt of solar array output power 
corresponds to energy production of 4.8 kWh per day (24 hours x 1 
kW x 20% = 4.8 kWh)

To make practical use of the solar-generated energy, the electricity is most often fed into the electricity grid using inverters 
(grid-connected PV systems); in stand alone systems, batteries are used to store the energy that is not needed immediately.

Many people don’t realize that grid-connected solar panels can be added in stages as their budget allows. If you oversize 
the inverter when you first purchase the system, then you can keep adding panels to the array without having to upgrade the 
inverter. For example, you need a 5 kW system, but can only afford 1 kW today. You start your system with 1 kW worth of 
solar panels and a 5000 Watt inverter. The oversized inverter will allow for addition of the 4 kW of power needed in the future 
to be energy independent, but in the meantime you reduce the strain on the electricity grid and your wallet with every panel 
you install.

Magnifying glasses used to light fires
Greek cities are laid out to provide passive solar heating of all buildings
Mirrors used to light torches for religious purposes
Greek scientist Archimedes uses bronze shields to focus sunlight on enemy ships and set them alight

Romans add glass windows, increasing the efficiency of Greek solar design
Roman laws for solar access incorporated into Justinian code
Ancestors of Pueblo people build south facing cliff dwellings 
Swiss scientist Horace de Saussure builds the first solar collector, used to cook food
Robert Stirling applies for a patent for his solar thermal engine 
Edmond Becquerel discovers the photovoltaic effect 
August Mouchet begins constructing solar powered steam engines 
First solar cell constructed using selenium
Clarence Kemp patents the first commercial solar water heater
Einstein explains the photoelectric effect
William Bailey invents a solar collector similar to  the modern design 
Energy scarcity increases popularity of passive solar design
First silicon photovoltaic cell is made at Bell Labs 
First commercial solar cell is produced at $300/Watt  
Launch of the first solar powered satellite, Vanguard 1 
Eight story parabolic solar furnace is built in France
Oil embargo, the price of solar power drops to $20/Watt 
First amorphous silicon photovoltaic cells are made
New Mexico is the first US state to pass laws guaranteeing solar access
First thin-film photovoltaic cell to exceed 10% efficiency
First large scale photovoltaic power station comes online in Hisperia, California
The world’s largest solar thermal facility is commissioned at Kramer Junction, California
Israel requires new homes to install solar water heating
First distributed power photovoltaic installation to support the power grid
Flexible solar shingles of amorphous silicon are invented
Commercial skyscraper in New York City includes building-integrated 
photovoltaics (BIPV) on the south and west facing facades
First solar array installed on the International Space Station 

Activity ideAS: 
• Assign students an event from the time line to research and draw to produce a visual time line to hang in the classroom.
• Have students research important solar events from 2001 to present and add them to the time line.

thought queStion: 
How would the solar design guidelines above change if we were building in the southern hemisphere?

Activity: SolAr SenSitivity
Try these experiments with a solar cell and a voltmeter. Hook the voltmeter to the leads of the solar panel and see how voltage 
changes when you investigate each of these variables: (Be sure to only change one variable at a time.)
Color- Put red cellophane over the panel. Compare the voltage to when you put blue cellophane over the panel.
Temperature- Put ice on the underside of the panel and see how the voltage changes as the panel cools down.
Angle to the sun’s rays- Lay the panel flat on the ground and compare the voltage to when the panel is standing straight 
up, perpendicular to the ground, and at the angles in between.
Height of the panel- Hold the panel close to the ground, then compare the voltage to holding the panel as high as you can.
Which variables seemed to make a difference in the voltage output of the panel? Did changing the height seem to make 
a difference? What about if you carried the panel all the way into orbit around the planet?
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For thousands of years, homes were designed to provide natural lighting, 
heating and cooling using only the power of the sun. Greek cities were 
planned so that all homes faced south for maximum light. Thick walls on the 
north side of buildings kept out cold winter winds, while open courtyards on 
the south allowed light to penetrate into rooms. Buildings shared walls on 
the east and west sides, protecting occupants from early morning and late 
afternoon sun. The Romans added mica or glass windows, allowing buildings 
to trap heat in the winter, which led to the first greenhouses. The sun was so 
important to the Roman Empire that solar access was protected under the 
Justinian code. 

The native peoples of the 
southwest also built their homes 

with south facing windows and doors for winter warmth, but added thick walls 
and multiple tiers to protect interiors from intense desert sun. In the northeast, 
settlers built salt box homes, with flat southern faces to collect heat and sharply 
sloping roofs to minimize the north face of the house. Bales of hay and other 
goods were piled on the north wall to increase insulation. 

Modern homes often do not reflect their climate, requiring enormous amounts 
of energy to provide them with heating, air conditioning and lighting. By 
incorporating the principles of passive solar design, homes can be much more 
energy efficient and cost effective. 

Here are the major tenants of solar design: 
Solar load- passive solar homes are designed to control the amount of sunlight 
entering a building. Light is maximized, but heating is dependent on the climate where the building is located. 
Latitude- the angle of the sun in the sky is determined by latitude, so knowing the building site’s latitude is important in 
determining the placement of windows and the size of overhangs of awnings for shade. 
Color- the color of a home is important in determining how much heat it reflects or holds. White roofs are used in warm 
climates to reduce cooling costs, while darker colors are used where heat is desirable. 
Thermal mass- passive solar homes use heat absorbing materials in walls, floors and ceilings. Materials such as tile, adobe, 
and soil slow the movement of heat through walls. They store excess heat in the day and radiate it into the rooms at night. 
The south wall of a passive building is often a Trombe wall, constructed of adobe, earth, concrete or cement block, painted 
black and covered with glass over an air space left to provide heating for the building. 

Orientation- the long axis of a passive solar building runs east to 
west to reduce heating and cooling costs by 20-30 percent. 
Window placement and shading- windows are usually placed on 
the south side of the building to provide abundant day lighting. The 
west side of the building usually has few windows, to avoid the heat 
of afternoon sun. Overhangs or light shelves are used to prevent 
afternoon sun from coming directly into a room. 
Landscaping- plants provide shade in summer. In areas that require 
winter heating, deciduous trees planted on the south side of a building 
so that they will not block sun in cooler months and thick bushes or 
pines are placed on the north to serve as a windbreak. 

character of solar radiation
The energy Earth receives from the sun is in 
the form of electromagnetic waves. These 
waves travel at 300 million meters/second. 
The sun’s energy is made up of a spectrum 
of different wavelengths and energies, of 
which visible light is a tiny portion. Each 
color of the visible spectrum has a different 
wavelength; red is the longest and violet is 
the shortest and most energetic.

Spectroscopes are used to separate and 
analyze different wavelengths of light 
emitted or absorbed by an object. Sunlight is a continuous spectrum containing all wavelengths of light. This produces a 
rainbow effect in the spectroscope. Other objects may only emit certain wavelengths, producing a series of colored lines 
called a bright line or emission spectrum.  Different light sources produce different emission spectra.

Photovoltaics are a renewable source of energy from the direct conversion of sunlight to electricity. Photovoltaic (PV) 
devices or solar-electric cells have developed rapidly since the 1950s. Photovoltaics continue to become more efficient and 
less expensive as technology develops. Traditional silicon cells are still widespread, but thin films and nanotechnologies 
give solar power greater potential to become cost effective alternatives to traditional grid-tied power systems. 

how Solar cells Work 
PV cells are made of a semiconductor, a material that conducts electricity (but 
not as well as a metal)—in PV cells, it’s most commonly silicon. Pure silicon is 
nearly an insulator—very little electricity will flow through it. You can change the 
behavior of silicon and turn it into a conductor by doping it. In doping, you mix a 
small amount of an impurity into the silicon crystal. 

There are two layers of silicon in a PV cell, using different types of impurities: 
• N-layer—In N-type doping, a tiny amount of phosphorus or arsenic is added 

to the silicon. Phosphorus and arsenic each have five outer electrons, so 
they’re out of place when they get into the silicon lattice. The fifth electron 
has nothing to bond to, so it’s free to move around. Electrons have a negative 
charge, giving this layer of the cell the name N-type. 

• P-layer—In P-type doping, boron or gallium—each having only three outer electrons—is used. When mixed into the 
lattice, they form “holes” where a silicon electron has nothing to bond to. The absence of electrons gives this layer a 
positive charge, giving it the name P-type. Holes can conduct current and happily accept an electron from a neighboring 
atom, moving the hole over a space. 

The border between the N and P layers is called the junction. When the layers are combined, electrons flow from the N side to 
the P side, building up an electric field that eventually creates a barrier to flow from N to P.  When light, in the form of photons, 
hits the cell, its energy can knock electrons in the P layer free of their atoms. The electrons move back across the junction to 
the N layer. The process of photons creating movement in the electrons of a substance is called the photovoltaic effect. If an 
external current path—like wires attached to each side of the silicon—is provided, electrons will flow through the path 
to return to the P side. This electron flow provides the current, and the cell’s junction causes a voltage. The electricity 
produced by a PV cell is direct current, like that produced by batteries. An inverter is often used to convert the direct current 
into alternating current, like that obtained from a standard outlet.

types of Solar cells
Crystalline cells- atoms of the semiconductor are arranged in a precise pattern called a crystal lattice. Each crystal is sliced 
into thin pieces called wafers. These are the most expensive type of cells, due to the time and effort required to grow perfect 
crystals with no impurities.
Polycrystalline, or multicrystalline, cells- Rather than a single crystal, wafers are cut through a mass of interlocking 
crystals. Each crystal grain is separated from the next by a boundary that reduces the flow of electric charge. This makes 
polycrystalline cells less efficient, but reduces panel costs.
Amorphous cells- bonds between atoms in amorphous cells are not in a regular crystalline pattern. Amorphous cells are the 
least efficient type of cells at this time, but are inexpensive because they use very little semiconductor material. Amorphous 
cells can be used in thin films, which are very versatile due to their ability to be transparent and flexible. Amorphous cells 
are common in everyday objects such as solar powered calculators and watches.
Single-junction cells- the diagram above shows a single-junction cell, with one P layer and one N layer. Single junction 
cells are fairly simple to manufacture, but much of the incoming solar radiation is not at the right energy level to send 
electrons across the junction and goes to waste. If the energy is too low, the light passes straight through. If the energy is 
too high, the excess energy is converted to heat, reducing the efficiency of the cell.
Multi-junction cells- these cells have multiple P and N layers with different chemical properties to capture different 
wavelengths of light. More photons actually hit electrons and efficiency increases.

One goal of the solar power industry is to make solar power cost-competitive with non-renewable resources, such as 
coal-generated electricity. Current research focuses on decreasing the cost per Watt of electricity produced. One way 
to improve cost-competitiveness is by improving manufacturing processes, as in dye solar cells and thin films. Another 

method of reducing costs is by increasing the efficiency of the cell itself, as in 
multi-junction cells. Other research involves finding new uses for solar power, 
ways of storing energy produced for when the sun is not shining, and using solar 
thermal in combined heat and power (CHP) systems.

Dye Solar Cells (DSC) use a process similar to photosynthesis. These cells have 
several advantages over conventional photovoltaics. Operating voltage is virtually 
independent of the light level allowing them to work when light is low or at a bad 
angle. Dye solar cells also work from both sides allowing them to take advantage 
of artificial and natural light. They can produce more power than conventional 
solar cells at high latitudes and on building facades where the angle of sunlight 
would ordinarily be inefficient. They can be transparent, translucent or opaque 
and come in a wide range of decorator colors. DSCs may be available by 2011.

Thin Film Technology reduces the amount of material used to 
manufacture a solar cell resulting in a much lower cost. Currently thin 
films are less efficient than conventional crystalline silicon, but efficiency 
is expected to increase rapidly in the near future. Thin films have other 
advantages over silicon cells. They use less material which reduces the 
manufacturer’s carbon footprint.  Thin films are flexible allowing them 
to be built into any type of surface from shingles to clothing.  They 
can be transparent, allowing buildings to have photovoltaic windows. 
Currently they come in three different types: amorphous silicon, 
cadmium-telluride and CIGS, copper indium gallium selenide.  

Improvements in efficiency and durability of dye solar cells and thin films 
are major areas of research in the solar industry today.

Hydrogen Generation- Concentrated solar energy could replace reforming of 
natural gas as a source for hydrogen. A pilot reactor in Spain concentrates sunlight to 
reach a temperature of 1200 C to split water using an iron oxide catalyst. All that is 
produced is gaseous hydrogen unlike electrolysis which produces both hydrogen and 
oxygen a potentially explosive mixture. The resulting hydrogen is an energy carrier 
that makes solar energy portable and storable. 

Solar Space Power-  Both NASA and Japan’s Space Agency have commissioned 
studies for capturing sunlight in space and beaming down to earth in the form of 
microwaves. Solar space power has the advantages of capturing energy without the 
interference of the atmosphere. Satellites can capture sunlight all day, every day no 
matter the weather on the earth’s surface.

Disaster Relief- A low power radio station at the Emergency Operation Center is run 
by a photovoltaic array after hurricane Katrina knocked out power in the area. In the 
future, solar panels could make us less reliant on the electrical grid.

Solar power has become one of the fastest growing renewable energy resources across the globe. The American Solar 
Energy Society estimates that one-fifth of all Americans may be employed in the renewable energy industry by 2030. Solar 
jobs include designing more efficient solar cells, building PV and solar thermal systems, and installing solar systems for 
customers. Here are a few of the possible jobs our students may hold in the future.
Applications engineer- These engineers work on designing electrical circuits for solar electric system designs. They 
review system designs for accuracy, completeness and code compliance. They also provide technical information to sales 
staff and customers.
Project manager- Project managers work with contractors, suppliers, and consultants to coordinate work on new projects. 
They are responsible for planning, scheduling, budgeting and reporting on the status of projects.
Photovoltaics characterization engineer- Characterization engineers work on developing new types of solar cells. They 
design experiments and carry them out to test solar cells under different conditions.
Technical market manager- The market manager is responsible for developing new applications for photovoltaics. They 
work to select the appropriate materials and fabrication processes to solve the engineering requirements of the application.
Electrician- An electrician wires solar systems and ensures that they are safe and in compliance with local building codes.

Median Salaries in the Solar industry (www.payscale.com, accessed December, 2007)
Solar Thermal Designer — $53,611 - $67,577
Solar Thermal Installer — $38,213 - $48,727
Materials Engineer —  $59,610 - $108,070
Material Scientist —  $50,470 - $90,670
Power Engineer —  $59,040 - $69,240
Certified Electrician — $21.70 - $35.50 per hour

For more information on “green collar” jobs, see the green collar jobs report by the American Solar Energy Society at www.
ases.org or renewable energy career web sites such as www.greenjobs.com and www.greenenergyjobs.com.

Solar thermal systems convert the sun’s rays to heat which can be used to warm water or to heat and cool the building itself 
when combined with a heat pump. Thermal systems may be either active or passive. An active system requires energy 
input, usually to run pumps to circulate air or water through the system. Passive systems require only the energy from the 
sun and gravity to work. A passive thermosiphon system utilizes a cold water outlet on the bottom of a tank with a solar 
collector below it. The cold water flows into the collector by gravity, and warm water returns to the top of the tank. Solar 
water heating systems may take the form of flat plate collectors or vacuum tubes.  A Trombe wall is an example of a solar 
thermal space heating system. 

Activity: “See the light” 

introduction
This activity involves students in reading, experimenting, and answering questions about the spectra produced by 
various light sources.

MAteriAlS
Spectroscopes or diffraction gratings; colored pencils; low wattage light bulbs of various types: incandescent, compact 
fluorescent and halogen; lamp to illuminate bulbs.

Procedure
1. Introduce the activity by displaying a large wall chart or overhead of the electromagnetic spectrum. Explain the 

importance of electromagnetic radiation as the energy source for all the Earth’s natural systems. Discuss how 
electromagnetic radiation affects people, as in causing skin cancer or sunburn.

2. Distribute spectroscopes to students and remind them to NEVER look directly at the sun, even with spectroscopes.
3. Have students look INDIRECTLY at sunlight and draw the spectrum they see using colored pencils.
4. Have students look at the following types of light bulbs and diagram the spectra they see with colored pencils: 

incandescent bulb, compact fluorescent bulb, halogen bulb.
5. Compare the types of spectra produced by the sun to that of the light bulbs. Which produced continuous spectra? 

Which produced emission spectra?
Discuss the spectral lines of each spectrum- where the patterns the same? How could spectra be used as “chemical 
fingerprints” to identify substances?

AdditionAl PointS For diScuSSion
In what ways is electromagnetic radiation beneficial to people? In what ways is it harmful? Why is electromagnetic 
radiation given the name electromagnetic?

How does the temperature of an object affect the type of radiation and the total amount of radiation it emits?
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Solar thermal electricity 
Heat from the sun can also be used to generate electricity with 
a variety of concentrating solar power (CSP) systems. CSP 
systems include the power towers and parabolic troughs featured 
on the poster front, although they may also take the form of linear 

Fresnel reflectors, dish 
Stirling engines, and solar 
chimneys. All of these 
systems focus the sun’s 
rays to heat a working 
fluid usually mineral oil 
or molten salt. Heat is 
extracted from the working 
fluid to either make steam 
or create enough flow in the fluid to turn a turbine which is connected to a generator to 
produce electricity. CSP systems are common in low latitude areas such as Spain and 
the southwest United States, especially California.

Solucan power tower in Spain

Parabolic Troughs at  
Kramer Junction
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discussion question: 
How does solar insolation vary with latitude? With season? 
Why is Florida’s average insolation lower than that of Arizona?
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